We will not be doing our A/B alternating days schedule due to COVID 19.

We will be doing an A Group (A – L) and B Group (M – Z) on different days. This does not mean that when students are not in school that they don’t have to be in class. State will be requiring two per day contacts for high school students.

Doors open for student drop-off 6:50 am. Teacher on drop-off duty should be in the large conference room at 6:50 and making sure social distancing is followed.

6:50 – 7:20  Teachers Duty in Large Conference Room

1  7:30 – 8:55  First Period
2  9:00 – 10:35  Second Period

Teacher lunch 10:40 to 11:10 (PM students will arrive and head to classes)

3  11:15 – 12:30  Third Period
4  12:35 – 1:50  Fourth Period

Teacher Planning Time:  1:55 to 2:45

Teacher Arrival Time to School:  7:15 unless you have drop-off duty.